PRESS RELEASE
Detego introduces InStore package with hands-free RFID readers, delivering new KPIs for in-store management,
closing the gap between offline and online retail.

Detego In-Store for RFID fixed-reader infrastructure opens up new opportunities for
fashion retailers
Graz, 09 May 2016 — Detego, the market leader in real time business intelligence for fashion retail, is the
first vendor to offer in-store software that provides out-of-the-box support for fixed RFID readers.
Removing the need for store assistants to manually scan using handheld RFID readers, the hands-free
reader system with Detego InStore creates complete inventory transparency and near 100% inventory
accuracy and provides completely new insights into the in-store business. The implementation of Detego
InStore and state-of-the art, hands-free RFID technologies enables fashion retailers to both automatise
processes and reduce administrative duties, freeing staff to focus on customer service. In combination
with increased inventory transparency, this leads to an enhanced shopping experience and a higher sales
conversion rate. For retailers looking to implement an omnichannel strategy, Detego InStore and fixed
reader infrastructure lays the right foundation through constant real-time transparency on item level.
Retail digitalisation and omnichannel strategies put a burden of transparency on merchandise flow and efficient
channel coordination. Detego InStore with fixed reader infrastructure enables fashion retailers to automatically
collect data from their entire range of articles in real-time with no scanning needed. This provides them with a
reliable inventory and transparency without human intervention, meaning high quality data at a low operational
expense.
The implementation of fixed reader infrastructure and real-time analytics opens up completely new opportunities
for fashion retailers to gain deeper insights into their in-store operations and how to actively manage them. Through
constant transparency of the flow of goods, a retailer can analyse the movement of products in-store, revealing
insights such as which items are most frequently tried-on and subsequently bought; or those which never make it
to the fitting room or Point of Sale. This analysis helps to avoid out-of-stock situations and enables fashion retailers
to optimise their offerings and product presentation for higher revenue generation.
The RFID-based Detego Suite for real-time analytics and article transparency is already successfully in use by
many leading fashion retailers. For Detego InStore with fixed reader infrastructure, Detego provides a competitive
fixed monthly rate, including the hardware and software as a complete package, allowing customers to benefit from
measurement and analysis of customer behaviour at a low cost.
Uwe Hennig, CEO of Detego, commented: “In today´s world of omnichannel retailing, article accuracy across all
systems is no longer optional. RFID applications in fashion retail have already proven their business benefits. Fixed
ceiling readers have now reached a level of technical sophistication and price point that allows for constant and
fully automated stocktaking on the sales floor. We are glad to be the first software provider to offer in-store software
for fixed readers for the fashion retail market. Successful customer implementations of this software have proven
that hands-free reader infrastructure and real-time analytics open up completely new possibilities for managing and
optimising in-store operations.”
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About Detego
Enso Detego GmbH, an innovative software provider, was founded in 2011 and is headquartered in Graz, Austria. The
company develops and distributes a suite of software products throughout Europe that provide real-time analysis and article

transparency for fashion retailers. Detego Suite 4.1 is comprised of Detego InStore for the oversight of merchandise on the
sales floor and in the stockroom, Detego InWarehouse for item level inventory transparency in the central distribution centre,
and the data analysis product Detego InReports. Detego InStore prevents out-of-stock situations, and in combination with
Detego InReports, ensures optimal merchandise presentation and article availability on the sales floor. Detego InReports
analyses crucial KPIs, such as inventory status and availability in individual locations along with merchandise aging structure
(i.e. dwell time on the sales floor), making it possible for store managers and merchandise planners as well as upper
management to evaluate stores on the basis of real-time data (checkout, customer flow, customer behaviour) and to initiate
appropriate measures. The use of the Detego product portfolio supports the omni-channel and digital strategies of fashion
retailers, enabling them to actively manage stores while providing their customers with a consistently good shopping experience
over all channels. Detego’s software is complimented by managed services, including software-as-a-service (SaaS), along
with attractive financing models. Detego‘s customers include international fashion brands, retailers and department stores.
Detego is already being used in over 1,500 stores.
More information can be found at www.detego.com
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